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When the Travelers' opened in May, 1914, it was one of the finest and most modern 
hotels on the Pacific Coast. The unusual E-shape of the six-story building 
allowed all 226 rooms to face outside and was copied from the famous St. Francis 
Hotel in San Francisco. Sacramento residents often referred to the Travelers' as 
"the little St. Francis", due to the similarity of style.

The building has a height of 80 feet from the base of the sidewalk and is divided 
into three wings. It has a facing of locally manufactured brown brick over a frame 
of reinforced steel and concrete. The Travelers' was an early concrete and steel 
building, a construction technique that was not universally accepted in the build 
ing trades at that time. In the debate over the benefits of plain steel vs. 
concrete and steel construction, advocates of concrete stressed its relative 
cheapness and rust resistance but primarily its fireproof quality.

Among the hotel's modern conveniences were a system of dust chutes, which sent 
all dust to the basement, laundry chutes, and a central vacuum system, the first 
of its kind in Sacramento, which was operated from the engine room in the base 
ment. The hotel had its own 257 foot deep well in addition to connections to the 
city water supply. The ice water circulating system, which connected with every 
room in the hotel, was available at only a few hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Marble stairs led to the basement which contained a marble dance floor which, 
when set with tables and chairs, seated 500 and served as the largest banquet 
facility in Sacramento. Carved wood borders on the ceiling and mirrors encased 
in marble on the walls made this room very elegant. The kitchen boasted the 
most modern equipment available, including an ice making machine and electric 
dishwashing machine.

The mezzanine was designed to accomodate traveling businessmen. Seventeen 
sample rooms with brass rods along the walls for display of goods and thirty-six 
feet of table space gave salesmen plenty of room to display their wares.

The main lobby extended the length of the building, in the European style which 
was just being copied in America. The floors were white tile and the walls of 
finished cement with large pillars of Alaskan marble dominating. Pilaster lights 
extended from the pillars providing, together with large arc lighting suspended 
from the ceiling on gilt chains, a soft diffused light. Cream-colored window 
shades of lancaster cloth matched the walls and lace curtains with TH interwoven 
discreetly completed the elegant effect created by the beautiful carpets, 
draperies and polished mahogany furniture.

The exterior and the interior lobby and other public areas have been altered 
only slightly, and retain the majority of the original elegance.
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Architect

The architectural firm that designed the Travelers' Hotel, Cuff & Diggs, was a partner 
ship of Clarence C. Cuff and Maury I. Diggs, formed in 1911 while Diggs was Acting 
State Architect.

Clarence Cecil Cuff was born in Toronto, Canada, January 15, 1871. He studied at 
the Toronto School of Architecture and gained experience with an architectural firm 
in Buffalo, New York. He gained valuable construction experience working as a con 
tractor for some buildings at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Later in 
San Francisco, he helped rebuild the City in 1906 after the great earthquake and 
fire. Both as a member of this partnership and later as a private architect, he 
designed many of Sacramento's fine turn of the century buildings. One of the high 
lights of his career, in addition to his work on the Travelers', \as the distinction 
of being the first architect in Sacramento to design a building of ten stories or 
more.

Maury Diggs was born in Woodland, California, the son of Marshall Diggs who was 
the son of David Diggs, a 49er pioneer who worked for John Sutter at his mill in 
Coloma. Subsequent to his partnership and the design of the Travelers', he was 
active in his architectural business in the San Francisco bay area and his commis 
sions included Golden Gate Fields Horse Race Track, Albany, California; Hollywood 
Park Horse Race Track, both with many customer comfort innovations. He also 
designed San Quentin State Prison.

The Marsh Investment Company (MIC) developed the Travelers' and was formed by some of 
Sacramento's and California's prominent businessmen and politicians, who either served as 
officers of the MIC or owned stock in the hotel. John W. Marsh, who owned the lot when 
the idea of building the hotel was conceived, served as president of the MIC. Daniel W. 
Carmichael, active in real estate development and Democratic party politics, was vice- 
president; James Clarence Carly, a Sacramento real estate man, both promoted the Traveler 
and was secretary of MIC; Gus S. Turner, responsible for the idea of the hotel and a sale 
man for Carly, was a director of the MIC as was Adolph Heilbron, member of an Old Sacra 
mento family. Major stockholders in the hotel included Weinstock, Lubin & Co. and John 
Breuner Co., two of Sacramento's oldest business firms, and James L. Flanagan, who also 
served as manager of the Travelers'.
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Contractor 

Ransome Concrete Company, General Contractor.

The history of the Ransome Company and the Ransome Family's involvement in the con 
struction industry goes back well over 100 years. Both the family and the company 
distinguished the Ransome name through many decades of pioneering in the construction 
field. The building industry owes a great deal to the Ransomes for their innovations 
in construction methods and equipment.

The first and by far the most important improvement in the manufacture of portland 
cement came with the kiln. In 1889, Mr. de Navarro built a kiln under the patents 
of Frederick Ransome. Mr. Ransome patented his invention in his native England, 
but not in the United States. To Mr. Ransome's great surprise his invention was 
universally adopted in America.

Frederick Ransome was also the inventor of Ransome Patent Stone. This stone was 
manufactured from silicate (glass) and sand. It was used for cornices, capitals, 
columns, balistrades, battlements and all decorative parts of a building. It was 
known for its strength, beauty, cheapness and utility.

E. L. Ransome was the contractor of the new City Hall in San Francisco. It was 
the first mechanical mixing of concrete that was tried in San Francisco. The mixer 
that was erected for was the most complete machinery for preparing concrete warehouse 
and two years later a factory. Other early endeavors included pre-casting of side 
walk slabs, some of which are still in service along the side of the Mark Hopkins 
Hotel, railroading, aggregate production as well as building construction throughout 
the Bay and Sacramento Valley areas.

In the late 19th century a great deal of experimentation was carried on with steel 
variously combined with concrete. E. L. Ransome was the originator of reinforcing 
bars for concrete. It was Mr. Ransome's goal to perfect an economical means to 
build a fireproof and permanent construction, built with cheap or unskilled labor. 
The idea which Ransome had was to unite the tensile strength of iron with the 
compressive strength of concrete in such a manner as to secure the full value of 
each material for its respective position.

Most of the early structures Ransome constructed with reinforced concrete were 
built with the frayed and abandoned cables of the San Francisco cable car lines. 
There appears to be little doubt that the spiraled lays of the strands of these 
cables inspired Ransome to apply for and receive a patent in 1884 for a spiraled 
square steel bar to be used for reinforcing.
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In the early 1900*s, Ransome built the first reinforced concrete building. It was 
located in Alameda, at the site of the present Navy Air Base. Other early ex 
amples of Ransome's use of this method include the Bourn & Wise wine cellar at 
St. Helena, erected in 1888 and the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco, 
At the time of its construction by Ransome, the Leland Stanford Junior Museum at 
Stanford University was the largest and most important building in the world, con 
structed entirely of concrete.

Numerous other buildings on the Stanford University campus were constructed by 
Ransome, including the Women's Dormitory. Many of these buildings were the least 
damaged by the earthquake and fire of 1906.

The results of his early construction innovations are exemplified in the Travelers' 
Hotel.
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